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Abstract: The adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) contributes to a wide range of sustainability goals. These include better air quality, 
reduced noise pollution, and reduced greenhouse gas emissions. In today’s day there is increases the fuel prices and limited resources 
of crude oil it is impossible to purchase the IC engine to everyone. So, there is option to IC engine is Electric Vehicle. In EVS battery 
management is most important for their safety.  
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Introduction 

In recent few years the usage of EVS is increased because of reduction of crude oil storage and increases of fuel prices all 
over the world. With growing concerns over fossil fuel depletion and the increasing prices of crude oil, electric vehicles have added 
more attention as a mode of transportation. Reduction in non-renewable energy resources is attracting towards the searching and 
innovates for more reliable options.  

 
In electric vehicle batteries are used as power source to propel the vehicle. Lithium ion batteries are widely used. Due to 

some disadvantages of lithium-ion battery is replaced by lead acid batteries. When lithium‐ion batteries are used as the power batteries 
for electric vehicles, local overheating may occur during operation. Before designing a good battery thermal management system, the 
heating characteristics and temperature control of the batteries should be considered. Either low or high temperature will progressively 
reduce the cycle life of lithium‐ion batteries; the most suitable temperature range for lithium‐ion battery operation is 15 to 40°C. When 
the temperature is higher than 70°C, thermal runaway may occur and cause battery failure and danger. Effective battery thermal 
management is most important for maintaining battery performance and preventing thermal runaway. 

 
For heat dissipation generally air cooling uses as natural wind or air conditioning, the research shows that how to balance the 

flow field conditions of each battery module, and air cooling. The layout of the battery pack, such as battery spacing, sorting order, 
and connection method, has a significant impact on the performance of the battery thermal management system.[1] 
 

Li et al [2] created a2‐D model to simulate the thermal management problems in air‐cooled battery packs in details; he found 
that as the air flow rate decreases. For air cooling system it is important to strike a balance between improving the cooling capability 
and reducing the load power. 
 

Roberto et al. [3] studied air cooling for the cells of a battery pack and temperature is measured with thermocouples at 
extreme discharge rates. It was observed that the batteries can be discharged fully at 80Aand 4C rating without reaching the maximum 
permissible temperature with 4 m/s air velocity adopted. Lower air velocity does not allow the maximum temperature to be kept 
within the safety limits. It is particularly possible under the real condition for automobile applications such as laminar flow regime. 

 
Seham Shahid et al. [4] discovered cooling and temperature uniformity techniques inside a simple battery pack. They have 

built arrangements for the four battery packs. They have been used three accessories with different combinations to improve the heat 
removal rate. Those accessories are an inlet plenum, jet inlets vortex flow generator. The Reynolds number analysis showed that the 
overall battery pack temperature was reduced by 18.3% by raising Reynolds number to 7440, and the temperature uniformity was 
increased by 54.6%. The overall battery pack temperature was decreased by 5% and the temperature difference was decreased by 
21.5%. In addition, the cell with the largest difference in temperature displayed a temperature difference of 4.13°C. 
 
Structure of Li-Ion battery 

A lithium-ion cell consists of a positive electrode, a negative electrode, an electrolyte, a separator, a current collector, and a 
case. The figure 1 shows the typical cross-sectional view of Li-Ion cell. 
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Figure 1. Internal Structure of battery [5] 

 
Positive Electrode: Positive electrode was made by the LiCoO2, due to its high ability and mature preparation phase.  
Negative Electrode: Graphite-based carbon is widely used. Negative electrodes generally containing carbon or its compound 
including oil, Mesocarbon Microbeads (MCMB) and graphite, etc. are used. 
Electrolyte: Lithium-ion battery electrolytes consisting non-aqueous solutions of salts having lithium (e.g. LiPF6) which are 
dissolved in ethylene carbonate, ethyl methyl carbonate or diethyl carbonate, propylene carbonate which is the solvent of organic 
liquid mixtures. 
Separator: The separator is used to separate the positive and negative electrodes. The lithium ions can pass through it without 
obstruction, but the separator is an electric insulator that blocks the electrons and does not permit them to go under ordinary 
conditions. Furthermore, when the cells temperature is excessive, the separator shuts down the cell, which acts as a fuse to avoid 
thermal runaway. 
Current collector: The current collector is responsible for collecting the battery generated currents. They are made of copper on the 
negative side and aluminium on the positive side. It is made of steel or aluminium. These materials are stable at their respective 
locations.  
 
Physical Model O Li-Ion Battery  

To simplify the analysis, the battery cell following assumptions are made, 
i. Uniform heat generation in a cylindrical cell and materials used in cell has uniform and isotropic 

ii. The effect of temperature and state of charge (SOC) are ignored on the specific heat, thermal conductivity, density and other 
physical parameters.  

iii. Considering the effect of thermal conductivity in a radial direction 
iv. While charging and discharging, the electrical current and heat generation rate are considered uniform.  

 
The differential equation of heat conduction for the battery temperature is 
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Where, 
t = temperature of any point in the battery 
τ = time 
ρ, C, and k = battery density, specific heat capacity, and thermal conductivity 
qv= heat generation rate 
r = radius of battery. 
For example, a typical e-bicycle uses 21 cylindrical 18,650 (21 number of cells, 18 means 18 mm diameter, 65 means 65 mm height, 0 
is the cylindrical cell code) made its battery pack with capacity of up to 170.94 Wh. 
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Computational Fluid Dynamics of Li Ion Battery 
CFD analysis is carried ANSYS Fluent software. CFD analysis can greatly help in reducing number of experimental 

iterations. CFD can also help to understand profile distribution of pressure, velocity and temperature at infinitesimal planes of 
centrifugal fan geometry under study. This could not be possible merely by experiments and hence CFD analysis and experimental 
evaluation are equally important and mutually exclusive. 
Steps used in Simulation, 
 
Pre – processing: It involves importing geometry, meshing and applying boundary conditions.  Meshing is used to discretize the 
geometry into small number of elements. For cells Inflation is used for better results. After meshing boundary conditions are given in 
fluent setup. In setup, pressure-based solver is selected since flow is incompressible. Unsteady state condition is given. The k- ϵ 
turbulence model and energy equation is enabled. UDF is defined and is interpreted for cells in case of heat generation. In boundary 
condition, inlet velocity is given as 4.2 m/s and atmospheric pressure outlet is selected. Standard initialization is done having initial 
temperature as 303 K. 
 
Solver: Ansys solves above boundary conditions in the background of the computer. 
 
Post Processing: In post processing we are interested in only results, here we want to know the temperature of cell while discharging. 
The maximum temperature is 306.9 K and minimum temperature is 300 K. The temperature plot is given in figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 2 Temperature plot 

 
Figure 3 shows temperature plot at a horizontal plane, maximum temperature is 307 K and minimum temperature is 300K. 

 
Figure 3 Temperature plot at a horizontal plane 
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Conclusion 
We conclude that the operating temperature range for electric vehicles is up to 313 K. From above simulation maximum 

temperature is 307 K. This temperature is controlled below maximum temperature range; hence it can increase the performance and 
life cycle of battery. 

 
Future scope 
1. Experimentation can be carried out. 
2. Constant C rating varies depending on loading conditions while vehicle accelerating, climbing on a steeped road, the roughness of 

the road. It can be determined in actual considerations. 
3. Ambient conditions will continuously change during discharge. The seasonal effect can be studied further. 
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